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Abstract
Mainly, a photovoltaic (PV) system is able to generate wide ranges of
voltage and current at terminal output. However, a PV cell is required to
functionally maintain a constant direct current (DC) voltage at a desired
level during real-time variations of incident light illumination and ambient
temperature. To obtain this goal, a power electronic convertor, that is a DC/
DC converter together with control scheme topology, is implemented in this
study. However, a conventional linear PID control law is not suitable to be an
effective controller for regulating the output voltage of a DC/DC converter
due to nonlinearity. An adaptive PID control scheme is proposed to
stabilize the output voltage of the DC/DC converter, in order to maintain and
stabilize the constant DC-link voltage in power line and load variations. The
results of steady state and transient responses show that the performance
of the proposed control scheme is more efficient than the conventional PID
control scheme.
Keywords: DC/DC converter; PID Control; Buck-boost Converter;
Photovoltaic system

1.

Introduction

Recently, photovoltaic systems (PVs) increasingly play an important role in electrical energy. A PV
module is a flat panel that uses photoelectric result to come up with electricity. PV energy system is one
of the candidates for energy alternatives to solve the increasing environmental and energy problems. This
implies that it will be used indefinitely to provide energy for usages such as homes, businesses, vehicles,
and many other things. In order to get the maximum output power from the PV module, a power electronic
system module is equipped with Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT), which operates the PV modules
in a manner that allows the modules to produce maximum power. MPPT is a fully electronic system that
varies the electrical operating point of the modules so that the modules are able to deliver maximum available
power [1-2].
Generally, a DC/DC converter is also needed to take DC input from a PV module, and
convert it back to a different DC voltage and current to exactly match the load system requirements.
Some utility-interconnected PV systems operate at DC voltages in excess of 300 V before being inverted to
standard alternating-current (AC). Whole systems are connected in parallel to the utility grid. Actually,
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the electrical power generated by a DC/DC converter is important to be considered for electrical
power quality, such as voltage fluctuation in transient response and constant voltage at steady state response.
As a consequence, a control strategy for the DC/DC converter is important to achieve. It is designed to
control the for accurate DC voltage in both transient and steady state characteristics, to provide suitable
quality of electrical power.

Many previously published papers [3-10] presented lots of classical and modern control techniques,
which showed the performances of their topologies on different load conditions. The models are not sufficient
to represent systems with strong nonlinearity. Additionally, the performance of the controllers designed by
frequency domain methods is dependent on the operating point, the parasitic elements of the system, and the
load and line conditions. Good large signal stability can be achieved only by decreasing the bandwidth, resulting
in slow dynamics. A state space model of buck-boost DC/DC converters suffers from the problem
of Right-Half-Plane zero in its control to output a transfer function under continuous conduction
mode (CCM). The movement of the zero on the S-plane as the operating point changes further compounds
the problem.
Therefore, an adaptive controller is proposed to solve this problem. Combined use of fuzzy and logic,
neural networks has been recognized as being promising [11]. In the past decades, Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC)
has become a popular candidate for applications in power electronics when the process is too complex and
nonlinear for analysis by conventional quantitative techniques [12,13]. However, the development of a fuzzy
controller has to rely on the experience of the experts for determining the effective fuzzy rules.
Nowadays, there has been an increasing use of artificial neural networks (ANNs) for various
applications, particularly because of their learning ability and adaptation using a nonlinear optimization
algorithm, such as back-propagation. However, an undesired response, for example, high overshoot or a long
settling time may occur during the learning period. To solve those drawbacks, neuro-fuzzy and conventional
PID is introduced, an adaptive PID controller.

Generally, the basic concept of the Neural Control Method is first to use a structure-learning algorithm
to find appropriate fuzzy logic rules and then use a parameter-learning algorithm to fine-tune the membership
function and other parameters. The adapted PID gain is automatically tuned by a fuzzy rule. The initial gain
of the PID algorithm is determined by Ziegler-Nichol technique. Actually, PID control can accelerate the
output response to the desired error bound quickly. The proposed controller reveals that it is adaptive for all
operating conditions. In this paper, the proposed control scheme can improve both transient and steady state
responses of unstable power DC-link generated by a PV module through a DC/DC converter with constant
load conditions, when compared with PI and PID control schemes. In addition, the simulation results from
MATLAB/Simulink software are also presented.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the mathematical modeling of a DC/DC converter is
introduced. Section III demonstrates the system configuration. The proposed adaptive PID control scheme
for control and stabilize DC-link is then expressed in Section IV. Simulation results from the control system
are given in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

2.

Mathematical Modeling of a DC/DC Converter

The mathematical model of a boost type DC/DC converter in state space form is obtained by the
application of basic laws governing the operation of the system. The schematic diagram of a DC/DC converter
is shown in Fig. 1. The dynamic equations of this converter can be written as (5):
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a DC/DC converter.

(1)
(2)
Where νc and iL are the output capacitor voltage and inductor current, respectively. The control input u is the
switching function in the set of {0, 1}. Let 1- u be the mathematical function of an electronic switch. For the
state equation, let x1 = iL and x2 = νC , which yields:
(3)
(4)
The state space equation:
(5)

It is assumed that the boost converter is working in continuous conduction mode (CCM), in which the
average value of the inductance current never drops to zero due to load variations [14].

3.

System Configuration

Fig. 2 shows the DC/DC converter structure used to interface the PV array with the utility grid
network through the power DC/AC inverter. The first stage is the DC/DC converter, which is directly
connected to the inverter with MPPT for operating under the maximum power point profile. Without
any voltage regulating capacitors of the DC/DC converter, the output voltage of PV array νpv normally
fluctuates in a wide range. To obtain a constant DC-link voltage at steady state, a robust controller is
required in this application.
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Fig. 2. The proposed diagram of system.
Normally, the MPPT gains maximum power available from a cell, at MPP, which only occurs at a
single operating point in certain conditions. The power-voltage (PV) curves, at various levels of irradiance
at 25ºC, are provided by a manufacturer, as shown in Fig. 4.

At the MPP of sunlight incident on a clear day (irradiance Ф = 1000 W / m2 ), the output voltage of
17.1 V is obtained where losses are negligible. On the other hand, in shading conditions (Ф = 200 W / m2 )
the output voltage is approximately 13.7 V. The gap of voltage between the maximum irradiance of 1000
and 200 W / m2 is 3.6 V in the case of Ф = 200 W / m2 at the MPP.

With data of PV and MPP, the conditions are set with an aim to control the output voltage of
converter to be 320 V [15]. The voltage of the PV array (νpv) is supplied to the DC/DC boost converter following
the PV specification data, which is provided by the manufacturer. The selected polycrystalline PV array
consists of 18 modules connected in series, and it can supply an output power of more than 1 kW from
output voltage between 240 V and 300 V. The voltage of the PV cell varies with incident illumination and
temperature, as depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Power-voltage curves at various levels of irradiance at 25ºC.
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Fig. 4. The structure of Adaptive PID controller.

4.

Control Scheme

The primary objective is to control the power generated by a PV array in order to satisfy the total
instantaneous power demand in a highly disturbed environment.

Due to high nonlinearity of the parameter uncertainties of converter and environmental changes
as described in the previous section, it is difficult to design the control algorithm for obtaining a robust
controller with the linear conventional technique [16-19]. For this reason, it is suggested that a non-linear
controller is required for that system. A neuro-fuzzy adaptive PID controller, as depicted in Fig. 4, is proposed to
perform the switching signal for maintaining the stability of the DC-link at steady state, and improve transients.
A neuro-fuzzy controller with fuzzy singleton rule is presented. In this paper, a triangle membership
function is selected because of its simplicity. The triangle membership function equation is depicted in
Fig. 5 and expressed as in (6)-(10).
For given e and ė, the parameters of the PID controller KP, KI, and KD, are finely adapted in such a
way that the difference between the reference model of DC-link and the actual DC-link, e, is minimized by
applying a back-propagation tuning technique. In this paper, a first order model is selected as the reference
model. This model has a unity DC gain resulting in no steady state error. The desired time constant (τ) is
also selected, resulting in the following reference model as: r =1/ (τs +1) .

Fig. 5. Triangle member function.
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(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
where xi is the crisp set

is the degree of membership function,

m is the index of fuzzy rules, n is the index of membership function, ei is the
.
error value, ei is the rate in error, aij is the triangular center, bij is the triangular width and the Fuzzy rule.
The learning rule by the steepest descent technique is described as follows:
(11)
(12)
(13)

(14)
(15)
(16)
In this work, to implement the inference mechanism, the fuzzy rules are defined as:
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where eA and ėA are the input linguistic variables of the error and rate of change in error, respectively. pB,
I
B, and DB are the output linguistic variables of the adaptation of PID gain parameters. The adaptable gain
parameters of PID, Kp, KI, and KD are determined by
(17)

(18)

(19)

Table 1. Fuzzy rules for Kp.

Table 2. Fuzzy rules for KI.

Table 3. Fuzzy rules for KD.
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Fig. 6 shows the adjustments of the PID gains for the neuro-fuzzy modules. As expected, it can be observed
from the curved surfaces that the functions of the PID-gain adjustments are non-linear with respect to input
variables of the error and the rate of change in error.

Fig. 6. The adjustments of PID gains for adaptive PID control.
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5.

Result And Discussion

To evaluate performances of the proposed system, computer simulations are conducted using MATLAB/
SIMULINK® programming for simulating under various conditions. The PV parameters and configuration
structure are described in the previous section with parameters of boost DC/DC converter given in Table I.
In the proposed method, the estimated gains of the PID controller are recommended by the Ziegler-Nichols
tuning rule where they are related to the unit-step-response characteristics of the controlled system.

Fig. 7 is the simulation results selected to demonstrate the more significant aspects of the system
behaviors under the standard climatic conditions (1000 W/m2 and 25 ºC). Figures 7(b), 7(c), and 7(d) show
the DC-link regulated voltages of 320 V when the PV power source operates following its characteristics as
shown in Figure 7(a). The transient responses and steady state errors on DC-link stabilized by the various
control schemes are presented in Fig. 7(b), 7(c), and 7(d).
In Fig. 7(b) and 7(c), DC-link voltage is respectively controlled by PI and PID in order to maintain the

constant voltage of 320 V (the red line). In transient response, PI can improve the rise time but it has an
error in steady state response when PV power source voltage decreases from 300 V to 60 V as shown in
Fig. 7(a). In Fig. 7(d), it is seen that the proposed controller can improve those drawbacks of PI and PID in
both transient and steady state responses. An overshoot of DC-link voltage can be decreased lower than PI and
PID, approximately 80 V, when operating with adaptive PID. In addition, adaptive PID is robust against
climatic environmental disturbances for maintaining DC-link voltage at a steady state of 320 V, as depicted
in Fig. 7(d).
Table 1. Parameters of the Boost DC/DC Converter.

Fig. 7. The simulation results of line variation.
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The simulation results of load variation are shown in Fig. 8. When the converter output power changes
from 1 kW to 2 kW, at about 50-V, oscillating voltage occurs on the DC-link of the PI control scheme and
a 30 V oscillating voltage on the DC-link of the PID control scheme (Figs. 8(b) and 8(c)). In contrast, the
DC-link voltage, controlled by adaptive PID control scheme (Fig. 8(d)), is nearly smooth. The proposed
controller improves the transient response and also reduces steady state error of the DC-link voltage.

6.		Conclusion

The control strategies of the PV power supply system are compared in this paper. The proposed
models are implemented in MATLAB/Simulink software. This paper also describes the dynamic
behavior of PV under standard climate conditions using the operation of MPPT. The simulation results are
obtained for a normal regime. In this paper, adaptive PID is compared with PI and PID control. From the
simulation results, PI and PID control strategies do not control against one of non-linear controls used to stabilize
DC-link to the variations of the PV power source. Steady state error from PI and PID control is significant.
This means the classical control strategies should have some limitations for controlling. As a result
of this fact, the proposed technique, adaptive PID, is suitable for the variable structure nature of the DC/DC
converter and variations due to the nature of irradiation of the sun that could not be predicted. Adaptive PID
can not only improve the transient response, but also reduces the steady state error of the DC-link voltage.

Fig. 8. The simulation results of load variation.
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